The Jerome Stern Reading Series presents

PERCIVAL EVERETT

NOVELIST AND STORY WRITER • HURSTON/WRIGHT LEGACY AWARD WINNER • DOS PASSOS PRIZE WINNER

“Everett has cultivated a reputation for his vast, genre-defying and sometimes gleefully unhinged body of work.”—New York Times

“Percival’s talent is multifaceted, sparked by a satiric brilliance that could place him alongside Wright and Ellison.”—Publisher’s Weekly

“If part of the mission of the artist is to expand the thinking of the culture in which he exists, I have my work cut out for me.”—Percival Everett

“There are two kinds of readers in America: those who are reading Percival Everett, and those who are missing out.”—National Book Critics Circle Judges Citation

co-sponsored by the Frances Cushing Ervin Literature Chair, FSU & The Creative Writing Program, FSU

with additional support from the Diversity Reading Initiative, Department of English, FSU

TUESDAY | MARCH 8
8 PM SHARP | THE BARK
507 ALL SAINTS STREET

Unless seated and consuming food/drink, please wear your masks whenever possible during the event—and especially while interacting with The Bark staff.